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THE DELAWARE VALLEY  
LEGAL EXPO:

Big Ideas Discovered
 Great ideas can come from anywhere. Have you noticed that there are certain times and certain places 
that seem to generate ideas more than others? It’s difficult to think “big picture” when you have your mind 
on an H.R. issue or you’re worried about a software purchase. Sometimes, you need to get out of the office 
in order to think about your firm’s practice.
 These days, the practice of law is as much a 
business enterprise as it is a legal profession. Law 
school, as it should, focuses more on legal educa-
tion than business education. Many firms defer to 
legal administrators and office managers to handle 
their day-to-day business operations. As law firm 
administrators and office managers, we need to un-
derstand upcoming trends and new legal products 
and services that can impact the practice of law.
 Nineteen years ago, the Association of Legal 
Administrators – Independence Chapter, along 
with the Montgomery Bar Association, identified the need to bridge the gap between business enterprise 
and legal practice. The Delaware Valley Legal Expo was born. In the years since, the Expo has grown into 
the region’s preeminent legal trade show and networking event. It’s the one annual event, FREE to all 
members of the legal community, where connections are made, new suppliers are found, trends are discov-
ered and the future of the legal workplace is revealed.
 This year’s Expo was held from 3 to 7 pm on Wednesday, November 19, 2014, at Presidential Cater-
ers in East Norriton, PA. Nearly 80 knowledgeable vendors were on hand to help provide solutions and 
advice on ways to improve the practice of law. The Expo provided an opportunity to learn about the latest 
in emerging technology, cost saving strategy, practice management platforms, and much more. By talking 
to the vendors, letting them know about your struggles, and asking questions, you find resolutions – or at 
least a pathway to one.
 New this year was the OMEGASYSTEMS Cloud Hosting Experience – a mobile tech playground 
where you could test powerful new mobile devices from industry leaders such as HP, Dell, and Lenovo, 

Guests Visiting Business Vendor Booths

Independence Chapter Booth – Diane Wenner 

(Gawthrop Greenwood), John Kirk (Manko 

Gold Katcher & Fox) and Guest

Montgomery Bar Association Members  
(Co-Presenter of Event)

Continued on page 5
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S P O N S O R  P R O F I L EMINDSHIFT MINDSHIFT

www.mindSHIFT.com • info@mindSHIFT.com • 877.227.5054

mindSHIFT Technologies, led by President 

and CEO, Mona Abutaleb, is a longtime ALA enthusiast 

and the industry’s leading IT outsourcing and cloud services 

provider. We take the burden of IT off of our customers’ 

shoulders, giving them an opportunity to stay focused on 

more strategic initiatives that promote firm growth and 

business continuity. After our founding in 1999, we quickly  

developed a reputation for keeping law firms up and  

running, resolving problems swiftly and providing personal 

attention to each of our customers. For these reasons and 

many others, including our consultative approach and com-

prehensive suite of IT services designed for use by law firms, 

our customers across the Delaware Valley and the country 

choose us, stay with us and recommend us. 

 The February 2014 acquisition of mindSHIFT by Ricoh, 

a fellow longtime ALA business partner, has created much 

excitement within the legal community. As a global IT 

company with a strong legacy of introducing new tech-

nologies into the workplace, Ricoh is changing the way 

legal professionals work today. Ricoh helps firms capture, 

transform and manage the information that is essential 

to the success of their practices—making it accessible 

when and where it’s needed. The synergy between mind-

SHIFT’s and Ricoh’s world-class legal IT services and expert  

customer support capabilities, teamed with decades of 

combined law office technology expertise, is simply unrivaled 

in the industry. mindSHIFT and Ricoh will continue to  

deliver legal IT solutions that drive value and support  

today’s changing workplace and also our customers –  

including more than 90 percent of Am Law 200 and 

NLJ 350 firms – who can expand and enhance their IT  

operations, taking advantage of the deep expertise of two 

proven legal technology services providers. 

 Law firms in particular need to be mindful of keeping 

their IT systems up to date and secure considering that their 

client data is their lifeblood. At mindSHIFT, we pride our-

selves on helping our customers to achieve these objectives 

and also to realize that you can indeed “grow as you go.” 

This means our clients have the flexibility to start with the 

IT services that make the most sense for them, and then 

grow with mindSHIFT as their needs grow. We provide firms 

with strategic technology direction and set goals of im-

proving a firm’s overall IT infrastructure while also reducing  

operational costs, which in many instances can be achieved 

through employing virtualization and cloud technologies. 

 Our broad portfolio of services includes IT consulting 

services for law firms of all sizes, in which we bring our 

extensive knowledge of the legal computing environment 

to address the unique business technology challenges 

our customers face. Our clients look to us as a trusted IT  

advisor, an extension of their own IT teams, and in many 

cases as a “virtual CIO.” Having focused on serving law 

firms since our beginnings, we have a keen understanding  

of the challenges faced by the legal community that allows  

us to guide our customers in making sound, objective 

technology choices that support their needs now and also 

in the future.

 mindSHIFT is proud to have been acknowledged over 

the years for our outstanding IT services and support, re-

ceiving accolades, such as: having been recognized for 

providing “Exceptional Customer Support” by ILTA mem-

bers every year consistently since 2008 in the annual ILTA/

InsideLegal Technology Purchasing Survey; voted one of the 

“Best IT Outsourcing Providers” by New York Law Journal 

readers; ranked among the world’s top 25 cloud services 

providers in the 2014 Talkin’ Cloud 100; and, named the 

#1 provider of managed IT services in the U.S. for four con-

secutive years by MSPmentor.

 And thanks to mindSHIFT’s active sponsorship of the 

ALA Independence Chapter and numerous other chapters, 

we are able to make connections daily with legal profes-

sionals nationwide, build business relationships and stay 

well-informed of the evolving technology challenges facing 

law firms which helps us help you.
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S P O N S O R  M E S S A G EMINDSHIFT MINDSHIFT

What Your Firm Needs to Consider  
When Implementing a Virtual Desktop Solution

In recent years we have seen a surge of smartphones acting as lap-
tops and laptops acting as desktops as today’s workers continue to spend 
more time outside of the office rather than at their desks. As this trend of 
accessing information from anywhere at all hours continues to spread, it 
is becoming more important that businesses across all verticals, includ-
ing legal, consider adopting technology solutions like Virtual Desktop 
Infrastructure (VDI). In the legal industry, VDI can be a “case winning” 
solution, as it is an Internet-based hosted desktop service that allows em-
ployees, using appropriate security precautions, to access and save their 
information away from their desktop or laptop systems. Much of lawyers’ 
work is done while traveling, at home after hours, or in the court room 
between proceedings—i.e. locations that have traditionally made remote 
work more difficult due to clunky interfaces and limited access. Having 
secured, on-the-go access to their work environments and assets can prove 
a vital tool to increase effectiveness and streamline their work, regardless 
of where they’re working. 

 VDI affords your firm many new possibilities, offering the flexibility 
to adjust firm resources based on the users’ needs. Of course, centralized 
desktop and application management and on-the-go efficiency sound like 
dreams come true—and they often are. But how do you know if your firm 
is ready for VDI?

First, consider the architecture and  
complexity of an individual environment….
 It’s not out of the ordinary for decision makers to ask the question, 
“Will a VDI wind up offering all of the necessary benefits that a tradi-
tional desktop currently offers my firm?” VDIs do, of course, provide a 
simplified architecture that delivers mobility, remote access and consis-
tency. However, there are many design components to consider before 
deciding to take advantage of VDI’s benefits. A simplified architecture 
also requires an appropriate staff to maintain it and ensure increased 
simplicity does not mean decreased security or functionality, even as 
your VDI environment grows and changes. Ask yourself: Do you have 
someone in-house who can oversee the management of this system? Can 
you use a third party service provider like mindSHIFT—who can over-
see the management of the VDI? For long term success, it is important to 
have a process plan in place before making the decision to switch from 
traditional desktop to virtual.

Next, consider the cost and overall 
performance you’re looking for….
 Cloud-based virtual desktop services can provide savings by reducing 
or eliminating capital costs, especially for firms without an in-house IT 
staff. Consider your existing enterprise and its benefits before deciding 
whether or not to implement a VDI. Much of the cost of a virtual desktop 

environment is in the backend equipment purchase (a capital expense) and 
the day-to-day operation of the servers and storage equipment (an operat-
ing expense). Much of the savings involved come in the form of soft costs 
recouped through productivity and reduced maintenance of desktop PCs, 
so while they might not be obvious, they are discernible if you look in 
the right place. Unlike traditional environments, a virtual desktop user or 
administrator can easily change the hardware profile based on the user’s 
current needs and how conditions – including hardware – have changed. 
The productivity gains of virtual desktop operation – increased portability 
and efficiency, as discussed above – can be significant, while also adding 
directly to your bottom line.

Lastly, consider the management 
needs of a VDI system….
 Will bringing an in-house IT professional or a third-party IT services 
provider provide your firm with ROI, and which option is more suited to 
your resources? There are many specialized skill sets needed to maintain 
a VDI in an ever-changing law environment, but one of the many perks 
of VDI is that the act of managing itself is quite easy, as the controls are 
all centralized. If you need to make a change, instead of needing to have 
a specific tool at hand exactly where and when you need it, or manually 
updating every piece of hardware used for work – as you do in some of the 
older environments – you can go in and make the change from your central 
controls, and those changes can then be pushed out to everyone. And as 
they say, it’s done in a snap. 

For more information about mindSHIFT Technologies and our IT services for 

law firms, visit www.mindSHIFT.com, or connect one-on-one with a local 

mindSHIFT legal IT solution specialist: Tommy Rotunno (Tommy.Rotunno@

mindSHIFT.com; 267-852-3258) or Michael Ubaldini (Michael.Ubaldini@

mindSHIFT.com; 267-852-3274).

Michael UbaldiniTommy Rotunno
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EDITORIAL POLICY This newsletter is published by the Independence  
Chapter of the Association of Legal Administrators. Opinions expressed in articles 
and advertisements contained herein are strictly those of the contributors and 
advertisers, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the Independence Chapter 
or its members. Reprinting of any portion of this newsletter by any means includ-
ing photocopying, recording or any information storage and retrieval system, is 
prohibited without permission of the Editor and Author.

ANNE L.  PAISLEY

ALA Management  
EncyclopediaSM  

Now Included with Membership Dues 
(formerly a $395 subscription)

The Knowledge You  
Need – When You Need It
Learn more at www.alaencyclopedia.org 

It’s What We Do
 Every day, we perform tasks that are expected 
of us. We immediately answer an email from a 
partner, we find that “just so” litigation supply 
that an attorney cannot live without, we pick 
up paper clips and scraps of paper from the workspace around a 
copier. We do these almost routine yet important things because it 
is part of our job. We feel an obligation to do it. As Olivia Pope on 
the popular TV series Scandal says, “It’s what we do.”

 Unfortunately, many times these often mundane tasks tend to 
divert us away from seeing the bigger picture. How can we look 
out and up and have a broader vision while still getting all the 
downward looking tasks accomplished? 

 Try to set aside time each week with a set period of time 
where you close your door and turn off your email (and stash 
your cell phone strategically somewhere out of sight) so you 
can devote a concentrated amount of time dedicated to one of 
those big picture items you’ve been meaning to do but haven’t 
found the time to finish.

 Learn something new. Broaden your horizons as you increase 
your knowledge of law firm management. The ALA National web-

site (www.alanet.org) offers the Legal Management Resource 
Center (LMRC). The LMRC has articles on law firm manage-
ment and also offers a Reference Desk and Peer Consulting 
Database. Blogs, RSS feeds, listservs and webinars also offer 
alternative learning options.

 On a personal level, make more time for yourself, your family 
and your friends. Include routine exercise into your schedule, and 
make physical activity part of “It’s what we do.” Healthy eating, 
sufficient sleep and some good old fun should become the norm, 
not an occasional whim. Make a commitment to become more 
physically independent for 2015 and beyond. And for goodness 
sake, try to limit (unless absolutely necessary) those 12 hour days. 

 As you make your New Year’s resolutions, remember to find a 
balance both at work and at home. Have some quiet time at work 
to focus, take a walk at lunch, meet a friend for dinner and a mov-
ie. These “distractions” will help you to do it all but with a clearer 
mind and happier heart in the coming months. 

 The business of law – It’s what we do. Now if only Olivia 
Pope’s go to dinner choice of wine and popcorn could somehow 
fit into the healthy eating category!

Please take a moment out of your busy day and like and follow us on Face-
book, follow us on Twitter, and join us on LinkedIn. 

Our Facebook page is The Independence Chapter of the As-
sociation of Legal Administrators at https://www.facebook.
com/pages/Independence-Chapter-of-the-Association-of-Le-
gal-Administrators/454195598030125?ref=hl. Please “Like” 
our page and “Follow” us.

Our handle on Twitter is @Independence ALA.  
Please “Follow” us.

Our LinkedIn address is www.linkedin.com/in/ 
independencechapterala. Please join us.

Happy Holidays and Best Wishes to Everyone 
for a Happy & Healthy New Year! 
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Morgan Wentworth Booth –  

L-R: Ernest G. Szoke, Karen Ash, 

Pat Mosesso and Eleanore Schneider

USI Infinity Booth – Event 
Silver SponsorW.B. Mason Booth – Jeff Wean 

and Sam Wean with Guests

mindShift Technologies Booth – 
Tommy Rotunno with IC Mem-
bers, Sharon O’Donnell (Health 
Care Law Assoc.) and April 
Fugate (Johnson Matthey)

A team of tech professionals was on hand to answer questions, guide you 
through the process, and explain what all the “Cloud Hosting” buzz is 
about. More importantly, they explained and demonstrated what all of this 
can mean to your law firm’s practice.
  While there were many opportunities to experience the latest and great-
est tech gadgets and equipment, there were also many additional opportu-
nities to gain knowledge and make new vendor contacts. Vendors included 
software providers, office furniture and stationery suppliers, banking and 
financial services, insurance services, court reporting services, medical 
and nursing services, employment placement firm services, records man-
agement services, gift services and more. Who knows, maybe you found 
that big idea. 

 Attendees also had a chance to win dozens upon dozens of valuable 
door prizes. By simply dropping off a pre-completed raffle ticket at the 
Montgomery Bar Association booth, you were entered to win one of two 
Microsoft Surface Pro 3 tablet devices. Many vendors gave away a door 
prize as well so there were ample opportunities to win. 
 The Delaware Valley Legal Expo was free to attend for anyone and 
everyone working in a law office, corporate legal department, our courts, 
or any law-related profession. We hope you left your office a little early 
on Wednesday, November 19th, to experience this once-a-year event and 
found your next big idea. If not, be sure to attend next year! 

Legal Expo continued from page 1

Wishing You

THE PHILADELPHIA AREA’S
PREMIER PROFESSIONAL
LEGAL RECRUITING GROUP

Plan to Enhance Your Legal Career in the New Year by Contacting Us!

800 Penllyn Pike  •  Blue Bell, PA 19422  •  Tel: 610-783-0900  •  Fax: 610-783-7940  •  www.morganwentworthllc.com
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MONTHLY –
Brown Bag Lunch/Breakfast Sessions:
n Bucks County – 1st Wednesday (Antheil Maslow & MacMinn, LLP)

n Montgomery County – 2nd Wednesday (Hamburg Rubin Mulin Maxwell & Lupin)

n Chester/Delaware County – 3rd Tuesday (Stradley, Ronon (Chesterbrook))

n Lehigh Valley – 3rd Wednesday (King, Spry, Herman, Freund & Faul)

n West Chester – 4th Wednesday (Gawthrop, Greenwood)

Please check our website for additional details.

EDUCATIONAL WEBINARS AVAILABLE ONLINE

The Ethics of Email & Social Media ..................................11/13/2013
 Presented by Thomas E. Spahn, J.D. 

Saying the Hard Things with Aloha ................................10/16/2013

Forecasting the Realistic Budget .......................................9/18/2013 

Financial Reporting Methods that Allow  
Intelligent Business Decision .............................................8/21/2013
 Presented by Barry Jackson, CLM, CPA

Negotiate the Lease: Maneuver the Maze  
of Real Estate Options........................................................7/17/2013
 Presented by Mike Kennedy, SIOR, 
 Burke Kennedy, J.D., Chrissy Cornelius, CCIM

Leveraging Technology for Small Firms ............................6/19/2013
 Presented by Debbie Foster

Marketing (Mis)Alignmnet: Closing the Gap Between 
Marketing and Law Firm Leadership .................................5/15/2013
 Presented by Marcie Borgal Shunk, Michael B. Rynowecer

Mentoring: It’s Deja Vu All Over Again .............................4/17/2013
 Presented by Michael Moore, J.D. 

Initiating Alternative Fee Arrangements ..........................3/20/2013
 Presented by Frederick J. Esposito, Jr., CLM

Profitable Law Firms – There’s No APP for That................2/20/2013
 Presented by Karen Steinberger, CLM and Jim Allen, CLM

Microsoft Office Tips & Tricks ............................................1/16/2013
 Presented by Ben M. Schorr. Roland Schorr & Tower

Dealing with Substance Abuse in the Workplace...........11/14/2012
 Presented by Lynn Hanks, MD, FASAM

Marketing on a Shoestring Budget .................................10/17/2012
 Presented by Sally Schmidt, Schmidt Marketing

Of Foxes, Hedgehogs & Law Firm Profitability .................9/19/2012
 Presented by Vincent M. Bell, J. Mark Santiago

Records Management...Information in All Media.............8/15/2012
 Presented by Dana C. Moore

Change Leadership: A Boot Camp to  
Drive Organizational Change ............................................7/18/2012
 Presented by Rachel Schaming

Technology Management:  
The Good, the Bad and the Ugly .......................................6/20/2012
 Presented by Barron K. Henley, Esq.. Debbie Foster

Safe Stress! .......................................................................05/16/2012
 Presented by Judith A. Hissong, CLM

The Role of Legal Administrator in  
Legal Practice Management ...............................................4/18/2012
 Presented by Pamela H. Woldow, Esq.,

The Art of Active Listening ................................................3/21/2012
 Presented by Debra L. Bruce, JD, PCC

Selling Blue Elephants: Client Marketing  
Retention and Loyalty ........................................................1/18/2012
 Presented by Dr. Howard R. Moskowitz

REMINDER – The following Webinars are Available to All  
Independence Chapter Members on our Website through the Members Portal

JANUARY 28, 2015 
(SNOWDATE: FEB. 4TH)
EDUCATIONAL EVENT – TBD

MARCH 25, 2015
SOCIAL EVENT – installation of Officers

APRIL 29, 2015
EDUCATIONAL QUARTERLY EVENT – TBD

Independence Chapter – 2014 Benefactors

Ronald McDonald House

Bucks County Housing Group

Doylestown Food Pantry

Crime Victim Center of Chester County
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UPCOMING SEMINARS
Thursday, January 8, 2015 2:00 pm Central 
JUMP-STARTING YOUR TEAM FOR THE NEW YEAR

Wednesday, January 21, 2015 2:00 pm Central 
SEND: EFFECTIVE E-MAIL MESSAGING 

Thursday, February 5, 2015 2:00 pm Central 
LEADERSHIP STYLES (CLARIFIED!)

Thursday, February 18, 2015 2:00 pm Central 
PARTNER COMPENSATION: DEVELOPING EFFECTIVE COMPENSATION PLANS

Tuesday, February 24, 2015 2:00 pm Central
BALANCING RISKS & BENEFITS: A FRESH NEW APPROACH TO IP OUTSOURCING

Tuesday, March 3, 2015 2:00 pm Central
POWER EDITING AND INSIDE GRAMMAR: ENHANCING YOUR CREDIBILITY WITH COLLEAGUES

Wednesday, March 18, 2015 2:00 pm Central
BUILDING ENGAGEMENT & MOTIVATION IN YOUR TEAM

In a world where everything happens NOW, today’s leaders must be on top of  
their game, and “psychologically hardy” as both supportive and motivational  
models for others. Join this high energy, thought-provoking webinar with the  
Stress Doc to learn the three keys to interactive, inspirational leadership and  

team resilience. Discover the Doc’s compelling and  
motivating model: “The Four ‘P’s of Passion Power.” Learn to  
inspire and literally “breathe life” into your troops, defuse burnout,  
and disarm a critical aggressor while affirming integrity and building trust. 

E-mail is the boon of the modern world and the bane for most of us working in  
it. It’s a great means of communication, but are we getting our message across?  
Join this webinar to learn how to enhance your e-mail writing communications.  

Learn how to write a meaningful subject line, how to focus your message,  
proofread it, and a host of other etiquette e-mail tips that will allow you  
to make better use of this amazing tool. 

As a legal administrator holding a senior position in your firm, you’re likely an  
accomplished manager. Charged with the unenviable task of ensuring effective  
and efficient operations, you’re typically stuck between balancing the conflicting  
expectations of the lawyers and those of the front line staff. No easy task.  
But this is the task of a leader more than a manager. In this one-hour webinar,  

author and educator, Cy Charney, will help to bring clarity and sanity to  
the challenges of managing from the middle. He’ll offer some different  
approaches allowing you to find the one that “fits” your situation best, 
along with some tools that can be put into practice immediately.

Is your firm’s existing methods of partner compensation holding your firm back 
from realizing its potential? To achieve success, law firms must think strategically  
and provide incentives that support their goals. And in an increasingly competi-
tive industry, law firms must structure partner compensation systems to not only  

reward top performers but one that also supports the implementation of the 
firm’s strategy. Join this webinar to explore the elements of a successful partner  
compensation system that aligns with your firm’s strategy. 

IP professionals, there’s good news about outsourcing! Legal process outsourcing 
and business process outsourcing are playing an increasing role in the efficiency  
and profitability of IP practices in law firms and corporate legal departments. The 
rapid growth of multijurisdictional practice, globalization, technological advance- 

ments and recent changes to ethics rules warrant a fresh approach to achieving 
the greatest “net benefit” from outsourcing for your organization. Join us for this  
webinar that will assist you in evaluating, implementing and monitor-
ing outsourcing initiatives to maximize your organization’s net benefits.

Writing well is part of leading well. Through writing one educates, motivate and 
inspires. Join this webinar to learn a simple editing system to ensure your letters,  
reports, and emails are clear, concise and lively. Then hear the latest on the one 

dozen word pairs legal professionals most often confuse. Streamline your  
communications so your vision for your firm, and your in-
structions to staff, get the notice they deserve.

How do you motive, engage and encourage mutual accountability in others?  
Join this webinar where you will learn exceptional team leadership tools that  
will help you engage your staff and yourself. Explore self-awareness, emotional 

management and new approaches to motivation, and see how they can help you  
engage your staff through collaboration and communication. 
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 ALA MISSION STATEMENT
The Association of Legal Administrators’ mission is to improve the quality 

of management in legal services organizations; promote and enhance the 

competence and professionalism of legal administrators and all members 

of the management team; and represent professional legal management 

and managers to the legal community and to the community at large.

Board Members

Anne is Firm Administrator at Heckscher, 
Teillon, Terrill & Sager, P.C., in West Con- 
shohocken, PA. She has been a member 
of ALA since 2005. She has been a Board 
member since 2008 and has served on the 
Education, Publicity and Bar Liaison Com-
mittees. Anne resides in West Chester with 
her husband, Willie, and three children,  
Katie, Alastair and Andrew.

ANNE L. PAISLEY President
Heckscher, Teillon, Terrill & Sager 610-940-4194

Sharon A. O’Donnell is the Office Adminis-
trator of The Health Care Law Associates, 
Inc., in Plymouth Meeting, PA. She has been a 
member of ALA and the Independence Chap-
ter since 1997. Sharon has served the chapter 
as Publicity Chair, Second Vice President, Co-
Chair of Quarterly Dinner Meetings, Chapter 
Secretary, and Co-Chair of Education Com-
mittee. Sharon resides in Harleysville, PA with 
her husband, Tom and son, Patrick.

SHARON O’DONNELL President Elect
Health Care Law Associates 610-828-3888

Conni is the Financial Manager at Heck-
scher, Teillon, Terrill & Sager, P.C., locat-
ed in West Conshohocken, PA. The firm  
specializes in trusts and estates along 
with estate litigation and special needs 
trusts. Conni has been a member of ALA 
since 1997 and has been a Board mem-
ber since 2000. She has served on the Bar  
Liaison Committee as Committee Member 
and Committee Chair. Conni is a resident of 
Cherry Hill, NJ.

CONNI SOTA Treasurer
Heckscher, Teillon, Terrill & Sager 610-940-2600

DENA DIBONA LYONS Secretary
Gadsden Schneider & Woodward LLP 484-683-2626

Dena Lyons is Board Secretary and Co- 
Chair of the Business Partners Committee. 
Dena’s work experience spans various 
positions with The Hay Group, Drinker, 
Biddle & Reath, LLP and Gadsden  
Schneider & Woodward LLP where she  
currently is Firm Administrator. Dena enjoys  
entertaining and gourmet cooking, travel,  
and the outdoors spent with her family and  
friends. She is married with three adult children 
and lives in Lansdowne.

April Fugate is the Supervisor/Executive 
Administrator for Johnson Matthey Inc.  
located in Wayne, Pennsylvania. She has 
been a member of ALA and the Indepen-
dence Chapter since 2011. April is the 
second Vice President and Co-Chair of the 
Newsletter Committee for the Independence 
Chapter. She resides in Collegeville with her 
husband, Jim.

APRIL FUGATE Vice President
Johnson Matthey Inc. 610-971-3020

Beth is the Executive Director at Volpe 
& Koenig, P.C., located in Philadelphia.  
She has been a member of the Inde- 
pendence Chapter of the ALA since  
2007 and serves currently on the  
Publicity Committee. This is her first  
year as an Officer. Beth resides in 
Chestnut Hill with her husband,  
Daniel, and their five children.

BETH COLLINS Vice President
Volpe & Koenig, P.C. 215-568-6400
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REGION 1 MANAGEMENT TEAM 2010-2011

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
EDUCATION
 Chair: Sharon O’Donnell
 Committee: Adelaine Williams, Sandy Caiazzo

MEMBER SERVICES
 Chair: Joan Wean
 Brown Bag: Chester/Delaware – Anna Sorensen
   Montgomery – Joan Wean
   Bucks – Terry Lang
   Lehigh – Kathy Miller
   West Chester – Diane Wenner

TECHNOLOGY
 Chair: Beth Collins 
 Website/Listserv: Cristin Bucciaglia, Beth Collins, 
  Anna Sorenson
 Newsletter: Linda Andrews, April Fugate
 
COMMUNITY RELATIONS
 Chairs: Amy Coral, Beth Ruggiero 
 Publicity: Lindsey Goldberg
 Social Media: Lindsey Goldberg
 Bar Liaison: Janet Molloy

BUSINESS PARTNERS/VENDOR RELATIONS
 Chairs: Dena Lyons, Janet Molloy, Katie Johnson
 Legal Expo: Joan Wean, Sue Cressman, 
  Faye Hunsberger, Michele Scarpone
 Business Partners: Dena Lyons, Janet Molloy,
   Katie Johnson 

Alissa O. Hill __________________ aohill@laborlawyers.com
Office Manager – Fisher & Phillips LLP
 Suite C300, 150 N. Radnor Chester Road, Radnor, PA 19087
 610-230-2175

Laura B. Kogut _____________________lkogut@hrmml.com
Controller – Hamburg Rubin Mullin Maxwell & Lupin
 375 Morris Road, Lansdale, PA 19446
 215-661-0400

Suzie A. Marker______________ smarker@macmainlaw.com
Office Manager – MacMain Law Group, LLC
 Suite 160, 101 Lindenwood Drive, Malvern, PA 19355
 484-318-7106

Andrea Kochan Neagle _______ andreaneagle@designip.com
Managing Partner – Design IP, PC
 Suite 435, 5100 W Tilghman Street, Allentown, PA 18104
 610-395-4900

Congratulations 

In Memoriam 

We are sorry for the untimely loss 
of one of our Bucks County members, 

JOANN SCHAEFFER 
Joann died on October 21st and will be missed.

IC MemberNEWS

DENISE M. PULLI
on the birth of two grandchildren:

Lily Elizabeth Plessner 
born on April 3, 2014  

and 
Aaron Todd Windish

born on September 19, 2014

DIANE SCHOLL
on the birth of grandson:  

Grayson James Scholl 
born on September 2, 2014,

weighing 6lbs., 6oz 
20 inches long
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Although the term “sustainability” 
has been popularized in recent 
years, the concept has been part 

of the culture of our firm, Manko, Gold, 
Katcher & Fox, LLP (MGKF), since our 
founding in 1989. Beginning with the 
use of legal pads made from recycled 
paper and joining in the Environmental 
Protection Agency’s Green Lights pro-
gram nearly 20 years ago, the buy-in to 
new sustainability initiatives has perhaps 
been a bit easier for us. Sustainability is 
part of our mantra as an environmental 
and energy law boutique firm: provide 
the highest-quality legal services to our 
clients while also acting as responsible 
stewards for the environment. When we 
were presented with the opportunity to 
renegotiate the lease for our Bala Cyn-
wyd headquarters (just outside of Phila-
delphia) and move to slightly larger space 
in the same building, the decision to use 
the US Green Building Council’s Leader-
ship in Energy and Environmental Design 
(LEED®) Green Building Rating System as 
a guide for sustainable design and con-
struction was a natural one.

Choosing the Right Team
 The process began in April, 2013 
with the selection of an architectural 
firm, Francis Cauffman (FC). We had 
engaged FC in previous years for two 
expansion projects in our old space. 

Their experience with law firm design 

and, in particular, LEED project design 

was important to our firm. Following a 

few months for the design and fit-out 

specifications, we issued a request

for proposals and invited three construc-

tion companies to submit bids. Again, 

experience with LEED construction was 

important to the success of our project. 

Skanska USA was the successful bidder, 

the contract was awarded to it as the 

General Contractor (GC), and hammers 

started swinging in July. We also issued 

an RFP for the furniture and audio/visual 

equipment. The furniture bidder’s invi-

tation and instructions emphasized the 

im sourced materials and manufacturers 

wherever possible.

 Because we were on a tight timetable 

to occupy our new space, we also en-

gaged The Sheward Partnership, another 

architectural firm with extensive experi-

ence in LEED design and reporting, to 

provide an additional level of advisory 

support on various LEED procurement 

and reporting requirements. Furthermore, 
we included our landlord’s building 
manager in every key design and con-
struction meeting.

 Because of certain LEED prerequisites 
(e.g., designated no smoking areas, 
dedicated bicycle racks, HVAC system 
commissioning), the landlord’s coop-
eration and buy-in to having a LEED-
certified tenant was paramount to even 
consider building according to LEED 
specifications.

Managing the 
Construction Process
 The GC held weekly meetings with all 
key stakeholders from the architectural 
and engineering firms, the landlord, and 
of course, MGKF representatives. Robert 
Miller, Skanska’s Project Director, noted 
that while constructing to LEED stan-
dards was not more demanding on the 
construction trades, there were certain 
premiums that factored into the over-
all costs. For example, the GC needed 

By John S. Kirk, CLM, Manko, Gold, Katcher & Fox, LLP

Reprint permission from the ABA. Originally published in the Climate Change, Sustainable Development, and Ecosystems 
Committee Newsletter; ABA Section of Environment, Energy and Resources; Vol. 17, No. 3, August 2014.
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to invest additional time and attention 
up front, when reviewing subcontractor 
bids and ensuring that its suppliers were 
adhering to LEED specifications such 
as locally sourced materials, amount 
of recycled content, and low/no volatile 
organic compound emitting materials. 
Such premiums, however, were less 
than one half of one percent of the 
overall project costs.

 The LEED rating system awards credits 
for achieving certain levels of demolition 
and construction waste management. 
Our project achieved a 95 percent recy-
cling rate, but there was no added cost 
for diverting and recycling the waste. 
Further, there was the direct benefit to 
the environment by diverting material 
from the landfill and giving much of the 
waste a “second life” (e.g., Armstrong, a 
manufacturer of ceiling tiles, collects the 
old ceiling tiles, recycles the material into 
new ceiling tiles, and returns them to the 
consumer stream).

 Another key demand on the GC’s man-
agement team was scheduling delivery of 
certain high-efficiency lighting fixtures,  
many of which had long lead times.  
Although, the scheduling of some 
trades overlapped on occasion due to 
these lead-time issues, this overlap had 
no significant impact on meeting the 
completion date.

LEED Benefits
 The LEED guidelines gave us a 
blueprint to implement practical and 
measurable strategies and solutions 
aimed at achieving high performance 
in sustainable site development, water 
savings, energy efficiency, materials 
selection, and indoor environmental  
quality. Energy-efficient lighting, 
heating and cooling, and water con-
servation measures (e.g., low-flow 
plumbing fixtures) significantly reduce 
our office’s consumption of these  
limited resources when compared to 
resource utilization in conventional 

office spaces. Emphasis was placed 
on the use of formaldehyde-free 
wood doors and other low-emitting 
construction materials to create a 
healthier environment. Perimeter of-
fices that feature full-height glass 
walls bordering the interior hallway 
extend daylight and views to interior 
spaces and reduce lighting demand.

 In addition, we re-used 68 percent 
of the furniture from our former space 
and relocated nearly all of our computer 
equipment. Further, 97 percent of eligible 
new computers and appliances purchased 
were Energy Star rated. Second-hand 
file cabinets were purchased and refur-
bished using an electrostatic painting 
process. When we did need to buy new 
materials, we looked for recycled content 
and goods that were locally harvested 
and manufactured. For example, our 
entry signs are made of reclaimed hem-
lock lumber, locally sourced from an 
old building, and our coffee table was 
made from beams reclaimed from old 
structures in central Pennsylvania. In total, 
the project used 41 percent regional  
materials and 23 percent recycled content.

 The energy savings from new, more 
efficient lighting fixtures and heating/air 
conditioning units, have been particularly 
encouraging. In the first four months of 
occupying our new space, our energy 
consumption was 51 percent lower than 
what was used in our former space (com-
paring the same four-month period for 
2013 and 2014). Of particular note, and 
what makes these savings even more 
impressive, is that we now occupy 
approximately 10 percent more space, 
with a heating/cooling demand that was 
approximately 7 percent higher than the 
same period last year.

Green Practices
 In addition to the commercial interior 
buildout, we also employ green practices 
in our daily operations. For example, 
over 90 percent of our paper products 

contain recycled content, and nearly all 
of our printers are set to duplex mode. 
For our kitchen and catering, we use 
traditional, nondisposable plates, glass-
es, and utensils and provide filtered tap 
water. Our landlord collects and recycles 
paper, bottles, cans, plastic food contain-
ers, and more. However, since most of 
our paper waste contains work product, 
designated shred bins are used, and that 
paper is recycled via a separate contract.

It Is Not About  
the Recognition
 Our firm decided to pursue LEED con-
struction because of our commitment to 
sustainability and to demonstrate leader-
ship in green building design. As a side 
benefit to our commitment, in May, 
MGKF was awarded LEED Gold® certifi-
cation for our buildout and became the 
first law firm in the Philadelphia region to 
achieve Gold level certification under the 
LEED for Commercial Interiors (LEED® CI) 
Rating System.

 Additionally, in April of this year, we 
received the Pennsylvania Bar Associa-
tion Environmental and Energy Law Sec-
tion’s First Annual Law Office Sustain-
ability Award and in May, the Lower 
Merion Township Environmental Adviso-
ry Council’s “Go for the Green Award.” 
The recognition is wonderful, but more 
importantly, we hope that by outlining 
the process and highlighting some of the 
measurable returns on our investments 
from financial and environmental stew-
ardship perspectives, we may motivate 
others to pursue LEED certification.

John S. Kirk is a certified legal manager 
and is the chief operating officer for 
Manko, Gold, Katcher & Fox, LLP, an  
environmental, energy and land use law 
and litigation firm in Bala Cynwyd, Penn-
sylvania. He may be reached at (484) 
430-2313, or jkirk@mankogold.com.
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I N D E P E N D E N C E  C H A P T E R  E D U C A T I O N A L  E V E N T

Employment Law from the Employer’s Chair
By Sandy Caiazzo, Regional Manager – Marshall Dennehey Warner Coleman & Goggin

 From ADA to FMLA; Salary vs. Hourly to Cobra vs. Mini-Cobra and everything in between.  
Many thanks go out to Kimberly L. Russell, Esquire, a principal at the law firm of Kaplin Stewart 
Meloff Reiter & Stein, P.C., who on the morning of October 1, 2014 presented to approximately  
thirty Legal Office Managers and Administrators the ever-changing topic of Employment Law. 
Our business partner sponsor for this event was Morgan Wentworth.

 Kimberly began her presentation with an 
overview of the Americans with Disabilities 
Act, the Pregnancy Discrimination Act, the 
Pennsylvania Human Relations Act and the 
New Jersey Law Against Discrimination. Did 
you know that Pennsylvania employers must 
comply with mini-Cobra? Did you know that 
employers with four or more employees must comply with the Penn-
sylvania Human Relations Act? Thanks to Kimberly, we are now 
informed that these Acts do not just apply to large employers. 
Kimberly explained who is eligible for protection, reasons for 
eligibility, and the circumstances under which employers should 
seek to accommodate whether it be with or without reasonable  
accommodation. Kimberly also gave examples of possible accom- 
modations which proved helpful to all attendees.

 The next portion of the presentation addressed overtime regulations 
under the Fair Labor Standards Act. Revised regulations took effect 
on August 23, 2004. Kimberly addressed the exempt vs. non-exempt 
employees as well as guaranteed overtime protection, salary v. 
hourly and the big “no-no” regarding the determination of whether to 
pay overtime on the basis of whether an employee is salary vs. hourly. 

 Kimberly closed the session speaking on Harassment in the work-
place and the new type of harassment called “Cyber bullying”. This 
newest form of harassment can consist of harassing posts and tweets 
or negative comments about co-workers. Kimberly explained employ-
ees can be disciplined or terminated for threatening or harassing co-
workers or supervisors on social media, even if it is done on a private 
computer and on the employee’s own time. As for the harassment 
topic, Kimberly touched on some areas of the Affordable Care Act  

as well as Cobra and Mini-Cobra which apply to employers with  
2 to 19 employees. 

 Kimberly welcomed questions from the attendees which proved 
helpful. One thing is certain, no matter what size of the firm, or the 
practice areas within the firm, we all have one thing in common – we 
must comply with “The Acts!”

Karen Ash, Morgan Wentworth (Sponsor), Anne Paisley, President,  
Kimberly Russell, Esq. (Speaker), Sharon O’Donnell (Pres. Elect)  
and Sandy Caiazzo (IC Member)
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I N D E P E N D E N C E  C H A P T E R  E D U C A T I O N A L  E V E N T

Continued on page 14

HR IN THE CROSSHAIRS:  
   Employer Hit with Huge Jury Verdict  
    Due to HR’s Alleged Failure to Investigate  
    Harassment Claims

By Kimberly L. Russell, Esquire, Kaplan Steward Meloff Reiter & Stein, P.C.

 It is often said, but not always followed: Human Resources takes 
all claims of harassment seriously and will investigate all such 

claims. Human Resources’ failure to do so in one  
recent case cost an employer $499,000.00. The 
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 

(“EEOC”) recently prosecuted a case against a 
physician services outsourcing company in which 

three employees alleged that they were terminated 
for reporting harassment by the CEO of one of the 

company’s corporate divisions. One of the employees 
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who are faced with pressure when a complaint implicates a high 
level manager within a company. First, all complaints must be 
investigated, regardless of who is accused. Second, disciplinary 
action cannot be taken in a vacuum against a “poor performer” 

where Human Resources is aware of a prior employee 
complaint, regardless of pressure from a manager to 

terminate that employee. Third, Human Resources 
investigations protect the company as well as em-
ployees. It may well have been true that the underly-
ing complaint against the Division CEO in the case 
above was unfounded. It may well have been true 

that the two employees who were fired six weeks 
after reporting the Division CEO’s comment 

to a 15 year old actually were poor perform-
ers who had been “underperforming” for 
some time. However, Human Resources’ 

failure to investigate the complaint lent 
credence to the “pretext” theory that 
the poor performance allegations were 

an excuse to retaliate against good 
employees who did nothing more 
than exercise their right to report 

harassment. If and to the extent 
that the Division CEO had en-
gaged in the reported conduct, 

Human Resources’ failure to inves-
tigate meaningfully the complaint 
allowed the harassment to continue, 

risked further injury to other em-
ployees, and increased the company’s  
exposure to liability. 

 One of Human Resources’ essen-
tial functions is to investigate all 

claims of harassment – and that means 
ALL claims of harassment. If Human  

Resources fails to investigate a claim 
for whatever reason, whether because 
the claim seems improbable or involves 
“the boss,” Human Resources not only 
is failing to do its job, but is failing to 

protect the employer and exposing the 
employer to possible destruction under the weight 

of an insurmountable jury verdict. 

sued for sexual harassment by the Division CEO and was awarded 
$250,000.00 in punitive damages. Two of those employees 
sued for retaliatory discharge, alleging that they were fired for 
reporting and opposing a sexually hostile work environment. 
Those two employees collectively were awarded $249,000.00 
for lost wages and benefits after their termination, for a total 
jury verdict of $499,000.00 against the employer. 

 The employees presented evidence that the 
Division CEO and other management level  
employees continuously made lewd sexual 
comments and engaged in sexually inappro-
priate conduct. All three employees testified 
that they had reported the comments and 
conduct to Human Resources and Human 
Resources failed to investigate the reports. 
Two of the employees testified that they 
jointly reported to Human Resources an  
inappropriate comment that the Division CEO made to one 
of the employees’ then 15 year old daughter at a company- 
sponsored “Bring Your Child to Work” event. Human  
Resources took no action to investigate the employees’ 
complaint, nor had any investigation been made of prior 
reports of harassment, including the reported lewd sexual 
comments and conduct. The two employees who jointly 
reported the Division CEO’s inappropriate comment 
to the 15 year old both were fired, within an hour of 
each other, only six weeks after reporting the com-
ment and on the basis of alleged performance issues.  
Although the employer presented evidence of the  
employees’ alleged performance issues, the jury of 
two women and four men found that the timing of the  
termination and Human Resources’ failure to investigate 
in any meaningful way the employees’ allegations 
made the alleged performance issues appear to 
be nothing more than a pretext for the employ-
er’s true motive in the termination – to retaliate 
against employees who made a report of sexual 
harassment against an officer of the company.

 Most if not all Human Resources profession-
als know that they must investigate claims of ha-
rassment made by employees. However, the above 
case serves as a staunch reminder of several principles that may 
present practical problems for Human Resources professionals 

HR in the Crosshairs continued from page 13
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I N D E P E N D E N C E  C H A P T E R  S E M I N A R S  /  T R A I N I N G

First Time Attendees Review the  
Business Law Conference in Philadelphia, PA

By Diane J. Wenner, Asst. Office Manager, Gawthrop Greenwood, PC and
Lindsey C. Goldberg, Office Administrator, Fox Rothschild LLP

 We attended the Business of Law Conference at the Sheraton,  
Philadelphia, PA from October 27-29, 2014.

 As it is with most conferences, it was another great opportunity to meet 
fellow ALA members and brainstorm solutions to the similar problems 
that we encounter in our professional lives. It is a chance to feel connected 
and supported and to learn ways in which to improve ourselves, our em-
ployees and our Firms. 

 The conference was well-organized with great format: there 
were speakers from around the country presenting on various top-
ics with consistently professional delivery. The vendors offered 

exciting new products in an entertaining atmosphere. Due to the 
size of the conference, the overall mood was more laid back and we 
had an opportunity to spend quality time with the representatives 
to learn more about their company and products. 

 The sessions were very informative and educational. A hot topic 
these days is “Millennials”: People with birth years ranging from the 
early 1980s to the early 2000s. The discussion was around ways in 
which to integrate this young generation into our office since their 
perspective greatly differs from the baby boomers, who are likely 
managing the Firm. 

•	This generation stays in a position for  
an average of 1.8 years

•	They are always looking to advance, be  
promoted, climb the ladder

•	They desire constant feedback

•	They want to work in a fun, laid-back  
but engaging environment

•	They embrace technology and encourage  
virtual employees 

They are the future 
so we must adjust our 
mindset and learn the 
best way to integrate 
this generation into our 
current practice. A few 
key messages about 
how to adapt to the mil-
lennial mindset follow:

•	We need to be flexible instead of doing “what  
we’ve always done” or what is familiar

•	Approve flexible work schedules 

•	Expect and permit high use of technology; 
i.e. texting, headphones, social media 

•	Our attitude counts; Be a conscious communicator;  
Clarify and communicate company values

•	Focus on solutions instead of problems 

 Dr. Bob Nelson from California

(www.drbobnelson.com/about_bob),

presented his findings in a session called 
Five Trends Shaping the Future of Work. 

One of the trends is the rise of the millennial generation. 

A few key messages about millennials follow:
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